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Abstract  31 

Global change is affecting terrestrial carbon balances. The effect of climate on 32 

ecosystem carbon balance has been largely explored, but the roles of other 33 

concurrently changing factors, such as diversity and nutrient availability, remain 34 

elusive. We used eddy-covariance carbon-flux measurements from 62 ecosystems 35 

from which we compiled information on climate, ecosystem type, stand age, species 36 

abundance and foliar concentrations of N and P of the main species, to assess their 37 

importance in the ecosystem carbon balance. Climate and productivity were the main 38 

determinants of ecosystem C balance and its stability. In P-rich sites, increasing N was 39 

related with increased gross primary production and respiration and vice versa, but 40 

reduced net C uptake. Our analyses did not provide evidence for a strong relation 41 

between ecosystem diversity and their productivity and stability. Nonetheless, these 42 

results suggest that nutrient imbalances and, potentially, diversity loss may alter future 43 

global carbon balance.  44 

Keywords: Elemental composition, ecosystem functioning, nitrogen, phosphorus, 45 

nutrients, biodiversity. 46 

  47 



Main 48 

Anthropogenic activities, and their consequent global change, are altering ecosystems 49 

worldwide. Climate change, the alteration of global biogeochemical cycles and 50 

biodiversity loss are amongst the most important impacts of global change (Rockström 51 

et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). Firstly, climate change is characterized by increasing 52 

mean global temperatures and altering precipitation regimes (Ciais et al., 2013), 53 

causing dramatic changes in ecosystem functioning (Fernández-Martínez et al., 2019). 54 

Secondly, the extensive use of fossil fuels (emitting CO2 and NOx, amongst others) and 55 

the production of fertilisers have triggered unprecedented rates of atmospheric nitrogen 56 

(N) deposition (Galloway et al., 2004), completely modifying global biogeochemical 57 

cycles (Peñuelas et al., 2020). These changes can induce elemental stoichiometric 58 

shifts (Penuelas et al., 2020) which can produce imbalances between essential 59 

elements for life, such as nitrogen and phosphorus (Peñuelas et al., 2012, 2013). 60 

Thirdly, biodiversity loss, caused by habitat destruction, climate change and altered 61 

biogeochemical cycles, can entail important changes in species composition and 62 

functionality of ecosystems (Hooper et al., 2012) and the ecosystem services they 63 

provide (Gamfeldt et al., 2013). The large repercussions of all these impacts on the 64 

Earth system and, therefore, on human societies (Cardinale et al., 2012; Peñuelas et 65 

al., 2013), have triggered intensive research into the effects of global change on 66 

ecosystems. One of the most important features of ecosystems, given the current 67 

climate emergency, is their carbon (C) balance, this is: gross primary production 68 

(GPP), ecosystem respiration (Re) and net ecosystem production (NEP = GPP – Re). 69 

The ecosystem-level C-use efficiency (CUEe), defined as the NEP:GPP ratio, is 70 

another important feature to understand how C is used in ecosystems (Fernández-71 

Martínez et al., 2014a).  72 

While the role of climate and the alteration of the N cycle (i.e., N deposition) on 73 

ecosystem C balance has been intensively investigated (van Dijk et al., 2005; 74 

Luyssaert et al., 2007a; Janssens et al., 2010; de Vries et al., 2014; Fernández-75 

Martínez et al., 2014b, 2017), we barely have any evidence regarding the role of 76 

diversity and elemental composition of ecosystems on C balance. Filling in this 77 

knowledge gap is crucial given that different facets of the global change are currently 78 

reducing biodiversity and, therefore, directly (altering species elemental concentrations) 79 

and indirectly (changing species pools) shifting the elemental composition of 80 

ecosystems. On the other hand, both diversity and elemental composition of organisms 81 

have been demonstrated to play an important role on ecosystem functioning (Sterner & 82 



Elser, 2002; Hooper et al., 2012), thus entailing ecosystem changes if species are lost 83 

or stoichiometric imbalances occur.  84 

It is now widely accepted that ecosystems with higher diversity also present higher 85 

productivity (often biomass production) and lower temporal variability (Cardinale et al., 86 

2012; Musavi et al., 2017; Oehri et al., 2017) in both, aquatic and terrestrial 87 

environments, across the globe (Liang et al., 2016). However, despite the fact that 88 

decomposition rates have also been suggested to increase with diversity of 89 

decomposers and plant litter (Handa et al., 2014), it is not well understood how 90 

diversity relates to respiration of entire ecosystems, and, hence, to net C uptake. It is, 91 

therefore, imperative to understand the role of diversity on the ecosystem net C 92 

balance. On the other hand, there is evidence pointing towards an important role of 93 

nutrients on biomass production (Vicca et al., 2012) and ecosystem net C balance 94 

(Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014b). These findings suggest higher productivity and net 95 

C uptake in nutrient-rich ecosystems, where concentrations of foliar N and P of primary 96 

producers are also often higher (Sardans et al., 2016; Van Sundert et al., 2018; Firn et 97 

al., 2019), potentially leading to enhanced photosynthesis (Field et al., 1983; Wright et 98 

al., 2004; Domingues et al., 2010) and lower C losses by the emission of volatile 99 

organic compounds (Fernández-Martínez et al., 2018a). However, the direct link 100 

between community-weighted elemental composition and C balance still remains 101 

elusive. 102 

Hence, the goal of this study was to assess the importance, for the first time, of the 103 

effects of climate, endogenous factors (i.e., ecosystem type , productivity and stand 104 

age), diversity and elemental stoichiometry on ecosystem C balances. We here 105 

hypothesised that, once the effect of climate and endogenous factors are accounted 106 

for, larger and less interannually variable C fluxes (GPP, Re, NEP, their interannual 107 

variabilites: GPPIAV, ReIAV and NEPIAV, and CUEe) will be found in sites with higher 108 

diversity (species and phylogenetic diversity). Similarly, we hypothesised that larger 109 

and less variable C fluxes will be associated with higher foliar concentrations of N and 110 

P at the community level. To test these hypotheses, we used 62 eddy-covariance sites 111 

included in the FLUXNET 2015 database, comprising forest, shrubland, savanna and 112 

grassland ecosystems (Fig. S1, Table S1). For all 62 sites we compiled information 113 

regarding their species abundance and their community-weighted foliar N and P 114 

concentrations, either measured or inferred for the species present.  115 

Materials and methods 116 

Datasets 117 



Carbon fluxes and climate data 118 

We downloaded monthly weather and C flux (GPP, Re and NEP) data from eddy-119 

covariance towers from the FLUXNET 2015 dataset (Tier 2), 120 

(http://fluxnet.fluxdata.org/data/download-data) (Pastorello et al., 2020). From the total 121 

of 93 sites for which we could gather species abundance data, croplands excluded, 122 

(see section Species composition data below), only 62 sites met the conditions for data 123 

quality (NEE_VUT_REF_QC ≥ 0.5, following Bond-Lamberty et al. (2018)), had data for 124 

at least 60 months – five years, and did not experienced strong management or 125 

disturbances (Fig. S1, Table S1). The 62 sites that were selected included boreal, 126 

temperate, and Mediterranean biomes and ten different vegetation types according the 127 

IGBP-DISCover classification (Bonan et al., 2002): evergreen needle-leaved forests [19 128 

sites], evergreen broad-leaved forests [3], deciduous broad-leaved forests [13], mixed 129 

forests [6], savannas [2], woody savannas [3], open shrublands [3], closed shrublands 130 

[1], wetlands [2] and grasslands [10]. We grouped these vegetation types into three 131 

categories in order to facilitate statistical analyses, being forests (evergreen and 132 

deciduous, needle-leaved and broadleaved, and mixed forests), shrublands and 133 

savannas (savannas and woody savannas, open and closed shrublands and wetlands) 134 

and grasslands. We used all monthly values of GPP and Re estimated with the daytime 135 

partitioning method. We then calculated annual values of the C fluxes as the sum of 136 

GPP, Re and NEP average monthly values. Additionally, we calculated average CUEe 137 

(Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014a) as the ratio of mean NEP and GPP per site. We 138 

also calculated mean annual temperature (MAT) and precipitation (MAP) per site to 139 

control for climate effects in our statistical models. Interannual variability of C fluxes per 140 

site was estimated using the proportional variability index (Heath, 2006; Fernández-141 

Martínez et al., 2018b) (PV), as the average of the interannual PV for each month (e.g., 142 

𝐺𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐴𝑉 =  
𝐺𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐴𝑉,𝐽𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑦+ [...]+ 𝐺𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐴𝑉,𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

12
). We calculated PV as following (Heath, 143 

2006; Fernández-Martínez et al., 2018b):  144 

𝑃𝑉 =  
2 ∑ 𝑧

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)
  145 

Where z is calculated as: 146 

𝑧 = 1 −  
min(𝑧𝑖 , 𝑧𝑗 )

max(𝑧𝑖 , 𝑧𝑗 )
 147 

“n” is the number of values in a time series, and “z” is the list of individual values from 148 

which to calculate the pairwise comparisons. 149 

http://fluxnet.fluxdata.org/data/download-data


Interannual variability of climate variables (MATIAV and MAPIAV) was estimated using 150 

the same method. We collected stand age of forests from ancillary data and a global 151 

forest database (Luyssaert et al., 2007b; Campioli et al., 2015).  152 

Species composition data 153 

Information on species abundance per site was extracted from (Musavi et al., 2016, 154 

2017), ancillary data for each site, published literature containing information about the 155 

selected sites and information provided after contacting the PI’s of the sites. To avoid 156 

underestimation of species richness in sites where inventories were not very accurate, 157 

we only used those species that accounted for up to 95% of the abundance of the site, 158 

similar to (Musavi et al., 2017). Abundances were estimated as the fraction of leaf area 159 

occupied by each species in the sites for which this information was available. The 160 

relative density of individuals or direct reports of relative abundance were used in the 161 

rest of sites. When abundances per species were not reported, we assigned equal 162 

abundances to each species within their strata (e.g., overstory or understory) based on 163 

the average percentage of over- and understory of each vegetation type (e.g., 164 

evergreen needle-leaved forests have 85% overstory and 15% understory, so if a site 165 

would have two species in the overstory, they both would have 42.5% relative 166 

abundance). When only vague indications about species abundance was reported we 167 

assigned differential abundances accordingly. Species per site and their abundances 168 

can be found in Supplementary Material (online only – spec_abund_full.csv). 169 

Vascular plants, ferns and bryophytes were used in our analyses given that in some 170 

sites non-vascular plants could account for a considerable proportion of the species 171 

present (>10%). 172 

Elemental composition data 173 

We collected all available information about foliar N and P concentration per species at 174 

each of the selected sites, including data from previous compilations (Musavi et al., 175 

2016). We searched for that information in the main literature of the sites and by 176 

directly requesting this information to the PI’s of each site. Overall, we gathered data of 177 

N and P foliar concentrations for, respectively, 21 and 18% of the relative abundance of 178 

species per site in our database (see specs_abund_full.csv file in Supplementary 179 

Information). For the rest of the species for which we did not find any information on 180 

foliar N and P concentrations, we attributed values of foliar N and P based on average 181 

values of the species. To that aim, we used N and P data per species from (Tian et al., 182 

2019). For the purpose of this study, we calculated median concentrations of N and P 183 

per species. We used the Rphylopars (Goolsby et al., 2016) R package to estimate the 184 



elemental composition of N and P from phylogenetic information (Penone et al., 2014) 185 

for those species for which we did not find literature data on their foliar N and P 186 

concentrations. Imputation of N and P for missing species was performed based on the 187 

phylogenetic tree of all species present in the selected sites and in our database of 188 

elemental composition. We used the plant megaphylogeny provided by Qian & Jin 189 

(Qian & Jin, 2016). Species not found in the base phylogeny were included into our 190 

phylogenetic tree using the V.PhyloMaker (Jin & Qian, 2019) R package. Correlation 191 

between imputed and observed values (in the selected sites) was very good for both N 192 

and P (respectively, R = 0.91 and 0.83; 100 and 94 replicates, P < 0.001) indicating low 193 

uncertainty in our estimates of foliar N and P concentrations. All species names were 194 

checked and corrected using The Plant List database, using the R package 195 

Taxonstand (Cayuela & Oksanen, 2016). We finally calculated the community weighted 196 

mean N and P concentrations based on the species abundance per site and their 197 

corresponding N and P concentrations.  198 

Statistical analyses 199 

Diversity indices 200 

We first calculated three different metrics of phylogenetic diversity per site using the 201 

PhyloMeasures package in R (Tsirogiannis & Sandel, 2016, 2017). We estimated 202 

phylogenetic diversity (PD), mean pairwise distance (MPD) and mean nearest taxon 203 

distance (MNTD) per site, we standardised (mean = 0, sd = 1) all three variables and 204 

calculated their average as a measure of phylogenetic diversity. PD measures 205 

phylogenetic diversity as the total branch length in the minimum spanning subtree for a 206 

given set of species (Faith, 1992), MPD measures the mean pairwise distance along 207 

the tree between all species in a given set, and MNTD measures the mean distance 208 

from each taxon to its nearest neighbour in the set of selected species (Webb, 2000; 209 

Tsirogiannis & Sandel, 2016). We also estimated species diversity as the average of 210 

the standardised values of species richness per site, Shannon, Simpson, inverse 211 

Simpson, unbiased Simpson and evenness indices (Hurlbert, 1971; Hill, 1973; Daly et 212 

al., 2018). All these indices, except species richness per site, were calculated using the 213 

vegan (Oksanen et al., 2018) package in R.  214 

Statistical models 215 

We used a model averaging approach based on linear models to investigate the effects 216 

of endogenous factors, climate, diversity and foliar nutrient concentrations on annual C 217 

fluxes (GPP, Re and NEP), their interannual variability (GPPIAV, ReIAV and NEPIAV) and 218 



CUEe. Model averaging is a statistical technique based on multimodel inference that 219 

computes an average model from the estimates of a set of models including different 220 

predictors and weighting their relative importance according to the difference of the 221 

second-order AIC (AICc) between each model and the best model (Burnham & 222 

Anderson, 2004). For annual fluxes, we fitted models containing ecosystem type 223 

(forest, shrublands-savannas or grasslands), MAT,  MAP and their interaction (MAT × 224 

MAP), species and phylogenetic diversity, community weighted foliar N and P and their 225 

interaction. For Re and NEP, we also included GPP as a predictor to control for the 226 

productivity of the site as an endogenous factor. Models explaining variability in CUEe 227 

included the same predictors but without including C fluxes. For interannual variability 228 

we repeated the same models as for C fluxes described above but including also the 229 

GPP, Re and NEP as predictors. For GPPIAV only GPP was included, for ReIAV we 230 

included GPP and Re and for NEPIAV we included GPP, Re and NEP. Diversity and 231 

foliar nutrient variables were log-transformed to account for non-linear relationships.  232 

We then estimated all possible models nested within the saturated (see above) models 233 

using the dredge function in MuMin (Burnham, 2004; Barton, 2018) R package. Models 234 

including both MAT and MATIAV were discarded from the set of models because of the 235 

high collinearity between these two predictors (variance inflation factor > 10). We 236 

selected those models with ΔAICc < 4 to estimate the conditional average model and 237 

calculate the relative importance of each predictor. For each of these models we also 238 

calculated the variance explained by each of the predictors with the “lmg” metric in the 239 

R package “relaimpo” (Grömping, 2006). We then calculated the average variance 240 

explained by all predictors weighting by the relative importance of each of the models 241 

with ΔAICc < 4. We finally used models with ΔAICc < 4 to visualise the relationships 242 

between response and predictor variables using partial residual plots by means of the 243 

visreg (Breheny & Burchett, 2015) package in R. 244 

We repeated all statistical analyses using i) all sites (N=62), ii) only forests (N=41), and 245 

iii) only savannas, shrublands and grasslands (N=21). In models using only forests, we 246 

also included stand age (log-transformed) and its interaction with C fluxes as a 247 

predictor (see models described above). All analyses were performed in R statistical 248 

software v. 3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019).  249 

Results 250 

Main controls of C fluxes and their temporal variability 251 



Our results indicated that climate was the main factor explaining variability in GPP 252 

across sites (Fig. 1). Ecosystems with higher MAP and MAT and less variable climate 253 

(MATIAV and MAPIAV) had generally higher GPP. The main climatic effect on GPP 254 

propagated into Re and NEP, for which the direct climate effect was very low (and 255 

potentially negative for Re) once site productivity (GPP) was taken into account. 256 

Similarly happened with interannual variability in C fluxes, that was strongly negatively 257 

related to the annual C fluxes (Fig. 2). Across all ecosystem types, warmer sites 258 

presented higher ReIAV and NEPIAV, while across forests MAP was positively related to 259 

higher ReIAV and NEPIAV (Fig. S2). Instead, MATIAV often presented a negative 260 

relationship with variability in C fluxes, especially in savannas and grasslands (Fig. 261 

S3). 262 

Community-weighted foliar N and P explained a relatively large proportion of the spatial 263 

variability in GPP and NEP annual sums and their interannual variability. We found a 264 

statistically significant interaction between community-weighted foliar N and P 265 

concentrations explaining variability in GPP, Re and NEP (Fig. 3). Our results showed 266 

that increasing foliar N translated into increases in GPP only in sites with higher 267 

concentrations of foliar P. On the other hand, increasing foliar P had a positive effect 268 

on GPP in sites with high foliar N concentration, while the opposite relationship was 269 

found across sites with low foliar N. Similarly, Re only increased with increasing foliar N 270 

and P when their counterpart nutrient was also high. As a result of these interactions 271 

between nutrients, GPP and Re, we found a negative interaction between foliar N and 272 

P explaining variability in NEP. Our analyses indicate that increasing foliar N and P is 273 

only slightly related to increased NEP in sites with low foliar N and P concentrations. 274 

These interactions, however, were either lost or had a very low importance in the 275 

average model when forest and non-forest ecosystems were analysed separately (Fig. 276 

1, Fig. S2, Fig. S3). We also found that variability in C fluxes was positively related to 277 

the interaction between foliar N and P, pointing towards higher variability when both 278 

nutrients were high. Across non-forest ecosystems those findings remained only for 279 

foliar P. 280 

Instead, the role of diversity was very small on annual C fluxes and their interannual 281 

variability when comparing all ecosystems (Fig. 1). Across all ecosystem types and 282 

across forests, sites with higher species diversity tended to present higher GPP and Re 283 

but lower NEP and higher GPPIAV. Across forests, instead, diversity did not seem to 284 

affect C fluxes nor their variability (Fig. S2). Phylogenetic diversity, however, was found 285 

to be negatively related to temporal variability in NEP across non-forest ecosystems 286 

(Fig. S3). We additionally found that stand age was an important predictor of GPP 287 



across forests. Older stands are more productive (GPP) and exhibit more temporarily 288 

stable net C uptake (lower NEPIAV) (Fig. S2, Fig. S4).  289 

Controls of carbon-use efficiency at the ecosystem level 290 

Across sites, CUEe, defined as the NEP:GPP ratio, was mainly explained by climate 291 

and the type of ecosystem (Fig. 4). On average, CUEe was higher in forests than in 292 

grasslands, but neither were statistically different from shrublands and savannas. 293 

Higher CUEe was consistently found in sites with higher MAP but low MAT and 294 

viceversa, especially across forests. Species diversity was negatively related to CUEe 295 

in non-forest ecosystems. Foliar N was mainly positively correlated to higher CUEe, but 296 

showed a strong negative correlation across non-forest ecosystems. 297 

Discussion 298 

Mechanisms behind the effects of foliar elemental composition on ecosystem C 299 

balance 300 

As hypothesised, and consistent with findings in the literature (Field et al., 1983; Wright 301 

et al., 2004; Reich et al., 2009; Domingues et al., 2010; Fleischer et al., 2013) our 302 

results show that high concentrations of foliar N and P are associated with larger C 303 

fluxes (both GPP and Re), but only when both elements were found in high 304 

concentrations (Fig. 3). This result may emerge because of the inability of plants to 305 

increase their growth when one nutrient is limiting (Peng et al., 2019). Growth is, 306 

therefore, often boosted by a synergistic effect of both N and P. However, the effect is 307 

stronger on Re than GPP, and as a result net C uptake (NEP) presented the opposite 308 

behaviour. This is unexpected considering the previously reported positive effect of 309 

nutrients on C sinks (Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014a). Differences in these results, 310 

however, may emerge from the different approaches used: foliar nutrients in the 311 

present study and site fertility (mainly soil) in the previous one (Fernández-Martínez et 312 

al., 2014a). Adaptations to take up and retain nutrients shown by different plant species 313 

often mask the relationships between site fertility and foliar elemental concentrations 314 

(Van Sundert et al., 2019). In this sense, we did not find a direct statistical relationship 315 

between foliar N and P and site fertility used in previous studies (Fernández-Martínez 316 

et al., 2014a, 2016) across the 33 shared forest sites included in both studies. On the 317 

other hand, the observed decrease in GPP with increasing foliar P in sites with low 318 

foliar N may appear because of increasing limitation of N with respect to P. Hence, our 319 

results suggest that GPP constraints due to nutrient imbalances may be stronger for N 320 

limitation than for P.   321 



Increased decomposition rates (heterotrophic respiration) may be driven by lower leaf 322 

nutrient resorption from nutrient-rich communities and, therefore, organic matter of 323 

better quality (Enríquez et al., 1993; Kozovits et al., 2007). The hypothesis that nutrient 324 

imbalances (C:N:P) and retarded decomposition may increase C sink capacity has 325 

actually also been suggested as one of the potential explanations for the recent 326 

increases in NEP in Asia (Fernández-Martínez et al., 2019) given the higher positive 327 

effect of the declining sulphur (S) deposition on Re than GPP found in forests 328 

(Fernández-Martínez et al., 2017). However, our results indicated that foliar nutrients 329 

played a very limited role explaining CUEe, presenting a negative relationship between 330 

foliar N and CUEe across shrublands, savannas and grasslands once MAP and 331 

species diversity were taken into account (Fig. 4). These results are counterintuitive 332 

considering the positive effect that foliar N generally has on GPP (Fleischer et al., 333 

2013) for which they could only be explained because of a proportionally higher 334 

increase in Re than in GPP due to higher N availability in the litter (Norby et al., 2001), 335 

albeit that was not found in our analyses (Fig. S3). Across forests, however, we found 336 

weak evidence suggesting that increasing foliar N translates into higher CUEe. Further 337 

research is therefore needed to corroborate these findings and identify the 338 

mechanisms driving them.  339 

Despite the fact that temporal variability in C fluxes are negatively related to C fluxes 340 

themselves (Fig. 2) and the latter tend to be larger when both foliar N and P are high, 341 

our initial hypothesis stating that higher foliar nutrients would be related to more stable 342 

C fluxes was not confirmed by our results. Contrary to our expectations, when 343 

controlling for the magnitude of the C flux, we found evidence for a positive effect of 344 

foliar N and P on interannual variability of C fluxes (Fig. 1, Fig. S2, Fig. S3). These 345 

positive relationships could emerge as a result of a stronger link between C fluxes and 346 

environmental variability in sites with higher foliar nutrient concentrations. Fluctuating 347 

environmental conditions (i.e., temperature, water availability) could then be one of the 348 

few metabolic constraints, allowing larger peaks of photosynthesis and decomposition 349 

when nutrient requirements are satisfied, but we have no evidence in support of this 350 

mechanism. 351 

The influence of plant diversity on ecosystem C balance 352 

Our results provided weak evidence that higher plant species diversity is associated 353 

with higher GPP and Re (Fig. 1). Thus, our initial hypothesis stating that larger and 354 

less variable C fluxes are found at sites with larger diversity finds insufficient support 355 

from this dataset. The small effect of diversity on NEP and CUEe was even found to be 356 



negative (Fig. 4, Fig. S2, Fig. S3). This suggests that any positive effect of diversity on 357 

GPP is being overcompensated by an increase in Re. Nonetheless, the positive 358 

relationship between species diversity and C fluxes (GPP and Re) may emerge 359 

because of selection and complementarity effects (Cardinale et al., 2012). The 360 

selection effect refers to the higher probability of diverse communities to include one or 361 

more highly productive species.  The complementarity effects contribute to the 362 

increased productivity and lower variability over time by promoting temporal 363 

asynchrony in the productivity of the species of a community (Gessner et al., 2010; 364 

Cardinale et al., 2012; Loreau & de Mazancourt, 2013; Ammer, 2019). Larger diversity 365 

of plant species may then entail a larger diversity of decomposers, which would hence 366 

contribute to a positive effect on decomposition of organic matter and, therefore, 367 

respiration. Instead, the negative relationship between phylogenetic diversity and 368 

temporal variability in NEP across non-forest ecosystems was stronger and in 369 

agreement with our initial hypotheses. These results may also indicate that 370 

complementary effects and niche partitioning may be more relevant in non-forest 371 

ecosystems because the usual inference is that the larger the phylogenetic diversity at 372 

a site, the more likely it is that the species are functionally different. Temporal 373 

asynchrony is then easier to achieve if species are phylogenetically, and thereby likely, 374 

functionally distant, because they are more likely to respond differently to 375 

environmental variability amongst each other.  376 

Climate and stand age effects on ecosystem C balance 377 

Climate played a much more important role in controlling annual C fluxes and their 378 

temporal variability than either elemental composition or diversity (Fig. 1, Fig. 4, Fig. 379 

S2, Fig. S3). We found a general trend of increasing variability in C fluxes in warmer 380 

climates and a very interesting negative effect of climate variability on GPP and Re. 381 

The latter relationship may be indicative of lower performance under periods of stress 382 

due to too high or too low temperatures or precipitation. In forest ecosystems, stand 383 

age also presented a relevant role on the C balance (Fig. S4), supporting previous 384 

research (Carey et al., 2001; Luyssaert et al., 2008; Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014b; 385 

Musavi et al., 2017). We found that GPP increases and C sinks become more stable as 386 

forests age, suggesting that an increase in ecosystem complexity may dampen the 387 

effects of environmental fluctuations by making ecosystems more resistant. 388 

Implications for the global carbon balance 389 

Our results provide a first assessment of the combined role of climate, endogenous 390 

factors, diversity and ecosystem foliar stoichiometry on terrestrial ecosystem C 391 



balances. We found an important effect of climate and endogenous factors on 392 

ecosystem C balance, similar to what was found in previous studies (Luyssaert et al., 393 

2007b; Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014b). Furthermore, our analyses also found a 394 

negative effect of climate interannual variability on GPP and Re (Fig. 1, Fig. 2), a facet 395 

of climate barely explored in C balance studies. Variability in precipitation was also 396 

likely to increase variability in C fluxes. These findings suggest that increasing climate 397 

variability, as predicted for some regions, will alter C fluxes and potentially increase 398 

their temporal variability. The important effect of climate variability on ecosystem C 399 

balance highlights the need to take into account the temporal variability of climate in 400 

addition to average values, when exploring the impacts on biological processes. 401 

We found that foliar stoichiometry and especially plant species diversity explain a 402 

relatively low amount of the spatial variability in C fluxes and their variability over time, 403 

compared with the variance explained by climate. The effect of diversity found here 404 

seems to be lower than that shown in previous studies on small and artificial plots  405 

(Cardinale et al., 2004; Gross et al., 2014) or using forest inventories (Liang et al., 406 

2016). The effect of the ecosystem foliar stoichiometry may also seem to be slightly 407 

lower than those in previous studies using proxy metrics of soil fertility (Vicca et al., 408 

2012; Fernández-Martínez et al., 2014a). There may be several explanations for the 409 

relatively low effects of diversity and foliar nutrients that we found on ecosystem C 410 

balance.  411 

First, C fluxes estimated by eddy-covariance towers inherently contain a rather large 412 

uncertainty themselves, estimated to be in the order of 30% of the total annual flux 413 

(Luyssaert et al., 2007b). This uncertainty may disproportionally mask relatively small 414 

effects, operating at small scales and short gradients, such as those of diversity or 415 

elemental composition, compared to strong effects at much larger scales, such as 416 

climate. Second, our assessment of species abundance was based on literature 417 

research and contact with the principal investigators of the sites because data from 418 

standardised protocols do not exist yet. Therefore, species abundance used here is far, 419 

in terms of quality, from the information that standardised botanical surveys would 420 

provide. Openly available standardised botanical surveys at each site would definitely 421 

help to better elucidate the role of diversity on ecosystem C balances and flux networks 422 

should promote their broad implementation. Third, the elemental composition of the 423 

species within a site was reconstructed based on species identity for the majority of the 424 

sites. For several species we had to use elemental composition data inferred from 425 

phylogeny, because foliar chemistry for the target species were not present in our 426 

database. The fact that differences in elemental composition is higher amongst species 427 



than within-species (Peñuelas et al., 2019), however, supports the validity of our 428 

approach. Additionally, all these abovementioned uncertainties in our data are 429 

systematic across sites, which means that it would be very unlikely that any of our 430 

findings emerge as a result of them. Despite these limitations, we found statistically 431 

significant differences in ecosystem fluxes and their interannual variability in response 432 

to differences in diversity and ecosystem elemental composition.  Hence, we 433 

hypothesise that the effect of biodiversity and foliar elemental composition on 434 

ecosystem C balance may be stronger than the one that we report here. Our results, 435 

point out that global change is affecting the global C cycle, not only through climate 436 

change, but also through shifts in foliar stoichiometry of autotrophs, such as increasing 437 

N and decreasing P concentrations (Peñuelas et al., 2013; Penuelas et al., 2020). 438 

Whether diversity loss will have a strong impact on global C balance still deserves 439 

further attention. 440 
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Figure captions 675 

Figure 1: Contribution of climate, endogenous factors, community-weighted 676 

foliar nutrients and diversity on terrestrial C balance. Panel a shows the relative 677 

(R, within each model) and absolute (A) variance explained by four different type of 678 

variables (climate, endogenous [site type, productivity], nutrients and diversity) for 679 

models with ΔAICc < 4. Panel b shows the relative importance of the most relevant 680 

variables selected by the models (at least one relationship with relative importance > 681 

0.5) and the direction of their effect. Empty and filled dots indicate, respectively, P<0.1 682 

and P<0.05 in the average model (see Supplementary Information – Models). 683 

Acronyms: gross primary production (GPP), ecosystem respiration (Re), net primary 684 

production (NEP), mean annual precipitation (MAP), mean annual temperature (MAT), 685 

interannual variability (IAV) and species diversity (DiversitySp). 686 

Figure 2: Partial residuals plots showing the predictors of interannual variability 687 

in annual fluxes. Y-axes in panels a and d show GPPIAV, panels b and e show ReIAV, 688 

and panels c and f show NEPIAV. Acronyms: gross primary production (GPP), 689 

ecosystem respiration (Re), net primary production (NEP), proportional variability (PV), 690 

mean annual temperature (MAT), mean annual precipitation (MAP), interannual 691 

variability (IAV), proportional variability (PV).  692 

Figure 3: Partial residual plots showing the effect of the interaction between 693 

foliar N and P concentrations on C fluxes. Models can be found in Supplementary 694 

Information. Nutrient levels that are compared correspond to percentiles 20 and 80 in 695 

the nutrient concentration ranges. Acronyms: gross primary production (GPP), 696 

ecosystem respiration (Re), net primary production (NEP) and dry weight (DW).  697 

Figure 4: Contribution of climate, endogenous factors, community-weighted 698 

foliar nutrients and diversity on ecosystem carbon-use efficiency (CUEe). Panel a 699 

shows the relative (R, within each model) and absolute (A) variance explained by four 700 

different type of variables (climate, endogenous [site type, productivity], nutrients and 701 

diversity) for models with ΔAICc < 4. Panel b shows the relative importance of the most 702 

relevant variables selected by the models (at least one relationship with relative 703 

importance > 0.5) and the direction of their effect. Empty and filled dots indicate, 704 

respectively, P<0.1 and P<0.05 in the average model (see Supplementary 705 

Information – Models). Panel c show partial residuals plots showing differences in 706 

CUEe amongst ecosystem types. Acronyms: gross primary production (GPP), 707 

ecosystem respiration (Re), net primary production (NEP), mean annual precipitation 708 



(MAP), mean annual temperature (MAT), interannual variability (IAV) and savannas, 709 

shrublands and grasslands (SSG). 710 
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